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Parts List:
1x 1500mm Straight rail
2x Ferrules
2x Fixing Screws
2x Screw head covers
2x Rawl Plugs
2x White end caps
1x 1500mm of curtain rail inﬁll extrusion
1x T Piece
4x Nylon rivets plus 4 spare
1x 5mm Drill bit for nylon side ﬁxing
1x 1400mm drop x 1800mm striped curtain
1x Pack of hooks and gliders (18 of each)

Main Rail
(Supplied Seperately)

T Piece

Parts No:
02WK01

1. Trim the 1500mm curtain rail to suit the window allowing for a suitable overhang
2. Drill the rail with the drill bit provided to accept the ﬁxing screws
3. Drill the wall to accept the rawl plugs provided ensuring the rail is horizontal (please note, rawl plugs are for
solid walls, you may need alternative ﬁxings for other materials)
4. Insert the screws through the screw head covers, through the rail, through the ferrule and into the wall
5. Attach one of the rail end covers, slide in the gliders checking to see how many eyelets are in the curtain and
attach the other end cover. A dab of silicone will help retain these in place
6. Attaching the T-Piece
This can either be attached to the window rail ﬁrst or the main rail (not supplied as part of the kit).
To attach to the window rail or main rail:
- Position the T-piece as required
- Mark the position where the two holes appear on the window rail which extends across the window and the
main rail
- Drill holes in the rails with the drill bit supplied
- Push the nylon rivot body through the hole in the T-piece into the hole in the rail
- Tap in the rivet mandrel to expand the rivet body
- Repeat the process until the T-Piece is secured to both the window rail and the main curtain rail
7. Cut the inﬁll extrusion to ﬁt the recess in the top of the rail
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